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MATRICES WITH CIRCULAR SYMMETRY

ON THEIR UNITARY ORBITS AND C-NUMERICAL RANGES

CHI-KWONG LI AND NAM-KIU TSING

(Communicated by Louis J. RatlifT. Jr.)

Abstract. We give equivalent characterizations for those n x n complex ma-

trices A whose unitary orbits %?(A) and C-numerical ranges  WC{A) satisfy

ei8&(A) = f/(A) or e'e WC(A) = WC(A) for some real 0 (or for all real 0 ).

In particular, we show that they are the block-cyclic or block-shift operators.

Some of these results are extended to infinite-dimensional Hubert spaces.

1.   INTRODUCTION

Let C" be equipped with the standard inner product (•, •) defined by (x, y)

= v*x for all x , y eCn. For any A e C"x" , the unitary orbit of A is the set

^(A) = {UAU*:UeCnxn,   U*U = I}.

If we regard A as a linear operator on C" , then %(A) is the collection of

all matrix representations of A with respect to different orthonormal bases of

C" . In order to understand the properties of A , it is useful to study its unitary

orbit. This is especially true when those "orthonormal bases-free" properties

are concerned. For example, to conclude that A, ßeC"x" are not the same

linear operator represented in different orthonormal bases, one has to show that

W(A)¿,1f(B).
Another tool for studying the properties of A e Cnx" is the (classical) nu-

merical range of A , which is defined and denoted by

W(A) = {x*Ax:xeC", x*x=l}.

There is extensive literature on the numerical range, and many nice results

have been obtained (e.g., see [3] and its references). In particular, many of

these results show the interesting interplay between the geometrical properties of
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W(A) and the algebraic and analytic properties of the matrix A. For examples,

W(A) is a singleton set if and only if A is a scalar multiple of the identity

matrix; W(A) is a segment on the real line if and only if A is hermitian; if A

is normal then W(A) is just the convex hull of its eigenvalues; etc.

Suppose we use the same symbol (•, •) to denote the standard inner product

on Cn n defined by (A, B) = Xr(B*A), and let Exx be the n x n matrix with

1 as the (1,1) entry and 0 elsewhere. Then

W(A) = {Xr(ExxUAU*)\ U*U = /} = {(X, Eu): X e %?(A)}.

Hence W(A) can be identified with the image of i/(A) when projected onto the

subspace spanned by Exl . As W(A) already carries a great deal of information

on A, one would naturally consider other rank-1 projections and expect that

the images of %(A) under these projections would carry more information on

A or í¿(A). This gives rise to the following definition of the C-numerical

range of A , which is introduced by Goldberg and Straus [4]; for C e C"xn ,

WC(A) = {XT(CUAU*): U*U = /}.

As rVc(A) = {{X, C*)\ X € &(A)}, WC(A) can be viewed as the (linearly

scaled) image of %f(A) when projected onto the subspace spanned by C*. As

a matter of fact, many interesting results, which relate the geometrical shape

of WC(A) with the algebraic or analytic properties of A , have been obtained

for this generalization of the numerical range. For example, it has been shown

that WC(A) is a singleton set if and only if A or C is a scalar multiple of

/ ; WC(A) is a nondegenerate line segment in the complex plane if and only if

each of A and C is normal (but not a scalar multiple of /) and has collinear

eigenvalues [5,7]. Some other related results can be found in [6,8]. In this paper

we do research along a similar line. We characterize in §2 those matrices A for

which

eWWc(A) = WC(A)     for all C e C"x"

for some real 6 (or for all real 6). There are several alternative descriptions

for such matrices. For example, they are precisely those matrices A whose uni-

tary orbits satisfy e' %(A) = *2¿(A), and they are the block-cyclic or block-shift

operators. Here, a block-cyclic (or block-shift, respectively) operator A on C"

is one that satisfies A(S¡) c S¡,, for i - 1, ... , m - 1 , and A(Sm) C Sx (or

A(Sm) = 0, respectively) for some direct sum C" — Sx © • • • © Sm of mutu-

ally orthogonal subspaces. This includes the weighted cyclic (or weighted shift,

respectively) operators A defined by A(x¡) = a¡x¡+x , / = 1, ... , n - 1 , and

A(xn) = anxx (or 0, respectively), for some orthonormal basis {xx, ... , xn)

of C" and a,, ... , an € C. In §3, we consider the same problem in infinite-

dimensional Hubert spaces instead of C" . Some of the results in §2 are ex-

tended there.
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2. Main results (finite-dimensional case)

The result below gives equivalent characterizations for matrices which have

circular symmetry on their unitary orbits or C-numerical ranges. In particular,

it shows that these matrices are exactly the block-shift operators.

Theorem 2.1. Let AeCnx". The following conditions are equivalent.

(a) eie&{A) = <%{A) for all 6 e R.

(b) eie%(A) = %f(A) for some 6 e R with eike ¿\ for all k=\, ... , n.

(c) e,eWc(A) = WC(A) for all C e Cnxn and all 6 e R.

(d) e,eWA.(A) = WA.(A) for some Ö e R with eike ¿ 1 for all k =

1,...,«.

(e) A is unitarily similar to a matrix M = (Mkl)x<k f<m in block form

such that all Mkk 's are square blocks and Mkl =0 if I + 1 ̂  k.

(f) C" can be factored into a direct sum of mutually orthogonal subspaces

C" = Sx © • • ■ ©Sm such that A(Sk) c Sk+X for k = 1, ... , m - 1, and

A(Sm) = 0.

Proof. That (a) implies (b) and (c) implies (d) are clear. Also, the equiva-

lence of (e) and (f) is not hard to see. We shall show in the following that

(d) => (b) => (e) => (a) => (c), so that all six conditions are equivalent.

(d) =>- (b): It suffices to consider the case of A ^ 0. Suppose (d) holds for

some öeR and nonzero A . Let ||-|| be the norm induced by the standard inner

product on Cnx" described in §1. Observe that Wr(A) = {(U AU*, A) : U

unitary}, and ||Í7/1Í7*|| = \\A\\ for all unitary U. Putting U = I we get

MU2 € WA.(A). Therefore e'e\\Af e eieWA.{A) = WA.{A). Let V be unitary

such that e^MH2 = (VAV\ A). Since \(VAV*, A)\ = \eie\\A\\2\ = \\A\\2 =
||IMF*|| \\A\\, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have VAV* = zA for

some zeC. Thus eie\\A\\2 = (VAV*, A) = (zA,A) = z\\A\\2. As \\A\\ ¿ 0,

this implies z = e' . Hence e' A — VAV* e Í¿(A). This is equivalent to

ew&(A) = %/(A).

(b) => (e): Suppose (b) holds. Then there exists a unitary U such that

e' A = UAU*, or, equivalently, UA — e1 AU. Diagonalize U to become

U = WDW* where W is unitary and

D = diag(z, , ... , zx, z2, ... , z2, ... , zm... , zj,

where z,, ..., zm are distinct complex scalars of moduli 1 . Since e ^ 1

for all k = 1,...,«, the order of z,, ... , zm can be arranged to satisfy

(1) zkz-f=eie     onlyif£ + l=k(\<k,£<m).

Let nk be the multiplicity of zk in D, and W*AW = M = (Mk() be in block

form such that each Mke has order nk x n(. Since DM = W* WDW*AW =

W*UAW = W*(e'eAU)W = e'eW*AWDW*W = ei9MD, this implies that
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Then

Hence

zkMkl = e'ez(Mkl, or equivalently, (zk~z( - e,e)Mke = 0, for all 1 < k,

I <m. By (1), we have Mk( ¿ 0 only if I + 1 = k. Hence W*AW = (Mk()
is of the required form in (e).

(e) => (a): Let U be unitary such that M = (Mke) = U AU* is of the form

satisfying condition (e). For any 6 e R, consider a unitary matrix D = (Dk()

which has the same block form as (Mkf) and is defined as

[ 0, otherwise.

DUAU*D* = AMD* = {eikee~ueMki) = eW M.

e° A = eie{U*MU) = U*(eieM)U = U*(DUAU*D*)U

= (U*DU)A(U*DU)* <E 2f(/l).

This implies e'V(/i) € ^(¿).

(a)=>(c): Suppose (a) holds. Since, for any C, WC(A) is the image of ^(,4)

under a linear map, we have e   WC(A) - WC(A) for all 8 e R.   D

Matrices that satisfy any of the conditions in Theorem 2.1 can be described

in terms of the exact shape of their C-numerical ranges or the symmetry of

their C-numerical ranges about a certain axis on the complex plane, as shown

in the following corollary.

Corollary 2.2. A matrix A e C"x" satisfies any of the conditions in Theorem 2.1

if and only if one of the following conditions holds.

(g)  ^c(^) k a c'rcu^ar disc on the complex plane centered at the origin for

all CeC"xn.

(h)  WA. (A) is a circular disc on the complex plane centered at the origin.

(i)  WC(A) is symmetric about the real axis (or any axis passing through the

origin) on the complex plane for all CeC"x".

Proof. Suppose A satisfies any of the equivalent conditions in Theorem 2.1.

Then there exists some unitary U such that U AU* = M = (Mk() satisfies

condition (e) in Theorem 2.1. For any C e C"x" , let V be unitary such that

V*CV is in lower triangular form. Then, since M is lower triangular with all

diagonal elements zero, we have 0 - Xx((V*CV)M) = Xr((V*CV)(UAU*)) =

Xr(C(VU)A(VU)*) 6 WC(A). As the unitary group {Í7 e Cnxn: U*U = 1}

is compact and connected, so is WC(A). Now that WC(A) is compact and

connected, contains the origin, and satisfies condition (c) of Theorem 2.1 (which

is equivalent to all other conditions in the theorem), it follows that WC(A) is

a compact circular disc on the complex plane centered at the origin. Therefore

condition (g) holds. By taking C = A* , we then have condition (h). That (h)

implies condition (d) of Theorem 2.1 is obvious.
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Also, it is clear that (g) implies (i). Conversely, if condition (i) holds, then,
if)

by considering e   C instead of C in (i) for various 6 e R, (g) also holds.    D

In conditions (b) and (d) of Theorem 2.1, the real scalar 8 satisfies e /

1 for all k = \, ... , n . One may consider the case when 6 is such that

e'm — 1 for some 1 < m < n . By arguments similar to those in the proof of

Theorem 2.1, we obtain the following characterizations for those matrices whose

unitary orbits or C-numerical ranges have some weaker symmetry properties.

It turns out that, instead of the block-shift operators in the case of Theorem 2.1,

these matrices are the block-cyclic operators.

Theorem 2.3. Let A e Cnxn. Suppose 6 e R is such that e'm   = 1 for some

1 < m < n . Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(a) eieW{A) = %{A).

(b) e'eWc(A) = WC(A) for all C € Cnxn .

(c) eieWA.{A) = WA.{A).

(d) A is unitarily similar to a matrix M = (Mkl)x<k (<m in block form

such that all Mkk 's are square blocks and Mkt =0 if £ + I ^ k and

(k,l)^(l,m).
(e) C" can be factored into a direct sum of mutually orthogonal subspaces

C" = Sx © • ■ • © Sm such that A(Sk) c Sk+X for k = 1, ... , m - 1, and

A(SJ = SX.

Proof. The proof is exactly the same as that of Theorem 2.1 except that the pre-

vious condition ( 1) is replaced by " zkzl = e'   only if £ +1 = k    (mod m)."   o

There are several questions related to the above results that we would like to

pose:

(I) In conditions (c) of Theorem 2.1, (g) of Corollary 2.2, and (b) of Theo-

rem 2.3, is it possible to replace C"x" by a smaller subset (which, unlike

the subset {A*} in conditions (d) of Theorem 2.1, (h) of Corollary 2.2,

and (c) of Theorem 2.3, does not depend on A) such as the collection

of all hermitian matrices, unitary matrices, or normal matrices?

(II) If B e C"x" is of the form A + vI where z/ e C and A satisfies any

of the equivalent conditions in Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2, then

WC(B) is a circular disc (the center of which may not be the origin) for

all C e C"x". Does the converse hold?

(Ill) By a result of Westwick [10] (see also [9]), if C = aK + ßl where a ,

ß e C and K is hermitian, then WC(X) is convex for any X e C"x".

By the discussion in (II), if C = A + ul where A satisfies any of the

equivalent conditions in Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2, then WC(X)

is also convex for any I e C"x". It would be interesting to identify

more matrices C for which WC(X) is convex for all X.
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3. Extension to infinite-dimensional case

Let H be a Hubert space and ¿8(H) the set of all continuous linear operators

on H. As the case of dim H < oo (i.e., H is isomorphic to C" for some n)

is already treated in §2, we may well assume that H is infinite-dimensional in

this section, though all the arguments below are still valid even if H is of finite

dimension. Let A and At (t > a) be in 38(H). We write s. limr, aAt = A if

lim/Vj ||(^-/4)j£:|| = 0 for all x e H. An operator U € 38(H) is called unitary

if U*U = UU* = I. Similar to that in the previous sections, the unitary orbit

of A e 38(H) is defined as 2¿(A) = {UAU*: U is unitary}. For a given real
iß

8, we shall study the condition e %/(A) = %f(A) and try to give equivalent

characterization for those A which satisfy it.

The following spectral resolution formula for unitary operators on H is well

known (e.g., see [11]).

Lemma 3.1. Let U e 38(H) be unitary. Then it admits a spectral resolution

U = f0" e" dPt, where the integral is the norm-convergence limit of the cor-

responding Riemann sums, and {Pt: t e [0, 2n]} is a family of orthogonal

projections on H which satisfy

(2a) P0 = 0,       P2n = I,

(2b) PaPb^P^a,b)    for aii a, be [0,27t],

and

(2c) s. lim P. = Pa    for all a <= [0, In) .

Moreover, U" = JQ n e"" dPt for all integers n . In particular, U* = JQn e~" dPt.

Let {Pt: t e [0, 27i]} be a family of orthogonal projections on H which

satisfies (2). For any 0 < a < b < 2n , define P(a ,b] — Pb — P. The following

lemma is easy to verify.

Lemma 3.2. Let {Pt: t G [0, 2ti]} be a family of orthogonal projections on II

that satisfies (2).

(a) For any partition 0 = a0 < ax < ■ ■ ■ < am = 2n, the family of opera-

tors P(ak_x, ak], k = I, ... , m, forms a complete set of mutually orthogonal

projections on H.

(b) // (a,b] c (c,d]c (0, 2n], then P(a,b]P(c, d] = P(c, d]P(a, b] =

P(a,b\.

We remark that some of the operators P(ak_x, ak] in Lemma 3.2(a) may be

zero.

Lemma 3.3. Let U be a unitary operator on H which admits the spectral reso-

lution described in Lemma 3.1. Then for any 0 < a < b < 2n,

(a) UnP(a, b] = P(a, b\Un for all integers n ;

(b) \\P(a, b](I - e~iaU)\\ = \\P(a, b](I - eiaU*)\\ < (b - a).
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Proof, (a) It suffices to prove the particular case of n = 1, and the general

result will follow by repeated application of the particular case. Write U as

the (norm-convergence) limit of the Riemann sums ]C*=i e'akp^ak-\ > ak\ > anc*

then apply Lemma 3.2(b).

(b) The first equality holds because

(P(a, b](I - e~iaU))* = P(a, b](I - eaU*).

For the second inequality, notice that

n  „h
i(a-t)

\\P(a,b](I-e"U')\\ =
Ja

<|1

<|1

(1

Aa-b),

>)dPt

fJa

dP,

e'(a-b)\<\a b\.   u

Let 0 < a < b < 2n and 8 e [0, 2ii\. We identify P(a + 8, b + 8] with

P(a , b'], where a , b' e [0, 2n) with a' = a + 8 (mod In) and b' = b + 8

(mod 2n), and use the convention that P(a'b'] = P(a , 2n] + P(0, b'] = I +

P, if b' < a1

JBcTheorem 3.4. Let A e 38(H) and 8 e [0, 2n] be such that ew^(A) = W(A).

Then there exists a family {Pt: t e [0, 2n]} of orthogonal projections on H

which satisfies (2), such that

(3) Im AP(a, b] clmP(a +8, b +8]    for all 0 < a < b <2n .

Proof. Let eie&{A) = &(A) for some 8 e[0,2n]. Then e'6 A + U AU* for

some unitary U. By Lemma 3.1, U = ¡q*e"dPt for some family {Pt: t G

[0, 2n]} of orthogonal projections satisfying (2). We are now going to prove

that (3) holds. We need only to prove the case of (a, b] / (0, 27r], for if

(a, b] = (0, 2n] then P(a + 8, b + 8] = I. We divide the proof into 3 steps.

Step 1. Show that for (a, b], (c, d] c (0, 2n], if (b - a) + (d - c) <

then P(c, d]AP(a,b] = 0. Since A -eieU*AU = 0, we have\\-e
i(6+a-c)

¡8,
0 = P(c, d](A - e   U AU)P(a, b]

= P(c, d]AP(a, b] - eWP(c, d]U*AUP(a, b]

— »2», "T *2*2 "r »J-, ,

where

S, =(1 e,(e+a-c))P(c,d]AP(a,b),

= e>(8+°-Op(c ) d]A(p(a rb]_e

S3 = e

UP(a,b]),

c)(P(c,d]-e'cP(c,d]U*)AUP(a,b].
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Now

||52|| = \\P(c, d]A(P(a, b]-e~'aUP(a, b])\\

= \\P(c,d]AP(a,b]P(a,b](I-e-iaU)\\

<\\P(c,d]AP(a,b]\\\\P(a,b](I-e~'aU)\\

<(b-a)\\P(c,d]AP(a,b]\\.

Here we have used Lemma 3.3(a) and (b). Similarly, we have

HS3II = \\(P(c, d]-eicP(c,d]U*)AUP(a, b]\\

= \\P(c, d](I - eicU*)P(c, d]AP(a, b]U\\

< \\P(c, d](I-e'cU*)\\ \\P(c, d]AP(a, b]\\ \\U\\

<(d-c)\\P(c,d]AP(a,b]\\.

Then
o=\\sx+s2 + s3\\>\\sx\\-\\s2\\-\\si\\

> (|i _ e<(«+«-<>| _{b_a)_{d_ C))\\p[c, d]AP(a,b]\\.

As 11 - e,(e+a~c) I > (b-a) + (d - c), we must have P(c, d]AP(a, b] = 0.

Step 2.  Show that for (a,b],  (c, d] c (0, 2tt] , if inf{|l - e/(a'~c'): a' e

(a + 0, ¿> + 0], c' e (c, a"]} > 0, then P(c, d]AP(a ,b] = 0. Suppose

inf{|l -eila'~c']\:a'e(a + 8,b + 8],  c G (c, d]} = e > 0.

Partition [a, b], [c, d] into sub-intervals [a , 6'], [c , a1'], respectively, such

that (¿'-a'), (a"-c')<§ . Then, by the result of Step 1, P(c , d']AP(a , b'] =

0. Hence

P(c, ¿^(a, ¿] = J2 P(c , d']A J2 P{a , b']

= T,Y,P(c'>d']AP(a',b'] = 0.

Step 3. Show that for (a, b], (c, d] c (0, 2n], if {eia' : a  e (a + 8, b+

8]} n {<?"' : c' e (c, d]} = 0, then P(c, í/J/lPía, b] = 0. Suppose {eia> : a' e

(a + 8, b + 6]} n {e'c : c e (c, d]} = 0. By the result of Step 2, we need only

to consider the case of

inf{|l -ei{a'~c']\:a e(a + 8,b + 8], c e (c, d}} = 0,

or, equivalently, d = a + 8 (mod27i) or c = b + 8 (mod2;r). Without loss of

generality, let d = a + 8. Then, by the result of Step 2, P(c, d]AP(t, b] = 0 for

all t G (a, b). Since P(a, b] = s.lim(X>a P(t, b], we have P(c, d]AP(a, b] =

s.lim,.VJP(c,a'],4P(i, ¿] = 0.

By the result of Step 3, and using Lemma 3.2(a), we can conclude that

(I-P(a + 8, b + 8])AP(a, b] = 0. Hence \mAP(a, b]c \mP(a + 8, b + 8].   a

If 8 € R is a rational multiple of n , then Theorem 3.4 implies the following

result, which is analogous to Theorem 2.3.
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Theorem 3.5. Let A g 38(H). Suppose 0 G R is a rational multiple of n that

satisfies

(4) e'    / 1    for k = I, ... , m — I, and e'm  = 1 .

Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(a) eieVt{A) = it (A).

(b) H can be factored into a direct sum of mutually orthogonal subspaces

H = Sx®---®Sm, such that

(5) A(Sk) cSk+x    for k = \,...,m-\,and A(SJ c Sx .

In other words, the operator matrix of A with respect to the direct sum Sx ©

• • ■ © Sm is of the form given in Theorem 2.3(d).

Proof. Suppose (a) holds. Then e'kBit(A) = it (A) for all integers k . By (4),
ifl

e generates a cyclic group (under usual multiplication) of order m . Hence

e' n'm — e' ' for some integer k. Therefore e' n'mit(A) = it (A). By The-

orem 3.4, there exists a family {Pt: t G [0, 2n]} of orthogonal projections

on H which satisfies (2) and (3) with $ = 2s. For k — I, ... ,m, de-

fine Sk = lmP(k%,(k+ l)2^]. Then Sx,...,Sm satisfy (5). Moreover,

by Lemma 3.2(a), Sx, ... , Sm form a complete set of mutually orthogonal

subspaces of H . Hence (b) holds.

Conversely, if (b) holds and 0 satisfies (4), then define a unitary U G 38(H)

by U(E,k=] xk) ~ lX=i e' xk > wnere xk E Sk for k = 1,..., m. By direct

verification, we have U AU* = ei9A . Hence eie*ïï(A) = It (A).   u

Notice that some of the subspaces Sk in Theorem 3.5(b) may be zero. With

this in mind, one may apply Theorem 3.5 (which is true no matter whether H is

infinite-dimensional or not) to prove part of the statement in Theorem 2.1. For

example, if condition (b) of Theorem 2.1 holds for an A g Cnx" and a real 0

such that e' has finite order m > n , then, by Theorem 3.5, C" can be factored

into a direct sum C" = Sx © ■ ■ ■ © Sm of mutually orthogonal subspaces such

that (5) holds. However, since m > n , at most n of the Sk 's can be nonzero.

By suitably renaming the Sk 's, one gets (f) of Theorem 2.1. Of course, in the

finite-dimensional case, we would prefer the original proofs given in §2 for their

simplicity and algebraic nature.

Finally, we point out the following open questions.

( 1 ) One would naturally ask what might happen if 0 is not a rational mul-

tiple of n in Theorem 3.5. Consider the following conditions:

(a) e' ít(A) = a¿t(A) for some 0 G R which is not a rational multiple

of n .

(b) eiB%(A) = it (A) for all 0gR.

(c) {Sk}kez is a family of mutually orthogonal subspaces of H such

that, if Pk stands for the orthogonal projection of H onto Sk,

then limm_+oo |}x-£?=-*, Pkx\\ = 0 for all x G H, and A(Sk) c

Sk+X for all integers k .
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It is not difficult to see that (c) => (b) => (a) is always true. Whether

the converses are true in general is not known.   Notice that, if

it (A) is closed then one will have (a) => (b). However, when H

is infinite-dimensional, it (A) may fail to be closed [1].

(2) Let H be infinite-dimensional, and / a bounded linear functional on

the Banach space 38(H), the norm in which is the operator norm. As a

generalization of the C-numerical range in the finite-dimensional case,

one may consider the image f(it(A)) of it (A) under /. Clearly, if

el6it(A) = it (A), then eie f(it(A)) = f(it(A)) for all linear function-

al /.   Whether the converse is true is unknown.   If H is separable

and one replaces 38(H) by the symmetrically normed ideal 3?2 of all

Hilbert-Schmidt operators, i.e., those compact operators A on H that

satisfy  |tr(^4*/l)| < oo  (see [2, Chapter 3] for more definitions and

properties), then, since ^ is a Hilbert space by itself, f(it(A)) is in

the form of WC(A) for some C G S?2. Using the same proof in the

finite-dimensional case, one obtains equivalent statements like those of

Theorem 2.1(a)-(d), or Theorem 2.3(a)-(c).
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